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Mapping Physical Movements to
Transitioning Between Environments in Virtual Reality
Joshua L. Kohn
Stefan Rank, Ph.D., Jesse Schell, John Berton Jr., and Jim Malazita, Ph.D.
Virtual reality gives users the ability to experience amazing and unusual experiences in an immersive
environment. As new media are developed, designers tend to remediate several design aspects from
media that came before it. Video games remediated techniques from cinema, and cinema remediated
techniques from plays and musicals. However, not everything that remediates from past digital media
is appropriate for virtual reality. Consequently, there are several areas in virtual reality design that
warrant scientific investigation in that regard. The research question asked in this thesis specifically
addresses transitioning between environments: when transitioning in a virtual world, will camera
movements made simultaneously with movements from the user produce a preferred scene transition
experience than with virtual camera movement alone? Multiple research studies have shown that
physical movement in a virtual environment supports a strong immersive and presence induced
experience. This thesis uses a within-subject experimental design where participants were tasked
with transitioning between two diﬀerent environments; once using physical motion to trigger the
transition and once with using physical movement to pass a predetermined threshold and allowing
the game to finish the transition for them. Results showed an overwhelming preference for the
Non-Direct Version of this thesis game in nearly every regard.

1Chapter 1: Introduction
The allure of virtual reality has come and gone several times within the last few decades. The
escapism of going anywhere while moving nowhere has always been on our mind. Thanks to Palmer
Luckey’s $2.4 million Kickstarter campaign in 2012 and advancement in technology, virtual reality
has once again moved from science fiction motif to become an increasingly popular technology
[Gallagher 2015]. Before the debut of the developer version of the Oculus Rift in 2012, virtual
reality was scarce, and was either a prototype in a lab or featured in an amusement park [Avila
2014].
Although the idea behind virtual reality has existed since for some time, it is still considered
to be a relatively new medium.[Hale and Stanney 2014; Lawton 2006; Pausch et al. 1997; Sherman
and Craig 2002; Sutherland 1968]. As a result, virtual reality uses design elements from TV, film,
and video games[Bolter and Grusin 2000]. There are several design elements in virtual reality that
warrant scientific investigation, in particular where virtual reality shines: immersive experiences
that are impossible in the real world.
Typically, virtual reality is experienced via a head mounted display (HMD). A HMD is a type of
computer display that presents images to users via small displays that are part of a device worn on
the head. HMD’s are known for providing the greatest amount of immersion [Jerald 2015]. HMDs
outfitted with the ability to track position and orientation in virtual reality are crucial because of
the movement of the head and 3D audio [Jerald 2015].
Currently, one of the inherent challenges with developing for virtual reality is discovering what
design elements from previous mediums work well, and which elements aren’t suitable for a HMD.
When we find a design element that doesn’t fit, designers must either create a replacement or mold
it to fit the medium. Janet Murray aptly describes the challenge that designers now face as virtual
reality begins its resurgence. She states, [Murray 2011]
"The challenge for the designer is finding the right degree of realism and abstraction that
2allows users to suspend disbelief, as they do when watching a play or a film, without
confusion of the real and the illusory"
To be a truly successful medium, virtual reality experiences and HMDs should aim for trans-
parency [Avila 2014]. However, transparency should be included not only in the design of virtual
reality experiences, but in the way in which users interact with the virtual environment as well.
Without properly acknowledging the body, a player’s sense of presence can diminish while playing
a virtual reality game [Boyer 2009]. If the point of virtual reality is to fool the user’s senses and to
create an immersive experience then we must address more than just audio and visual. This leads
into one of the main challenges with creating virtual reality experiences; designing an experience that
uses the full potential of virtual reality while simultaneously acknowledging the user’s body. While
video game designers for the consumer versions of HMD’s use physical motion during gameplay, they
do not use the player’s body in other parts of a virtual reality experience.
One such area that could benefit from body movement and warrants scientific investigation is
how we can further develop eﬀective physically triggered transitions between two diﬀerent scenes in
virtual reality. This thesis aims to show how transitioning between environments can benefit from
simultaneous physical movement and motion cues. The creation of several game-like prototypes
that use physical movement to trigger in-game locomotion will help show that physical motion can
benefit other parts of the virtual reality experience.
1.1 History of Virtual Reality
Although the general populace may tend to believe that virtual reality started in the 1980s, virtual
reality’s roots can be traced as far back as the 1800s with Charles Wheatstone’s stereoscope [Jerald
2015]. The systems developed by Wheatstone were analog based however. It wasn’t until the 1960s
that Ivan Sutherland developed the first HMD powered by a computer [Sutherland 1968].
The term "virtual reality" was first coined by Jerald Lanier in 1985 when he and Thomas Zim-
merman started building the Dataglove. That same year, Scott Fisher released the first commercially
available stereoscopic head-tracking HMD named the Virtual Visual Environment Display (VIVED).
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3Progress was made across a wide gamut of development for virtual reality including loalized 3D
sounds, sensors, and tactile vibrator feedback [Jerald 2015]. Virtual reality as an industry began to
rapidly expand in the early 1990s. Start-up companies were being formed to help forge the way for
virtual reality development. Additionally, several bigger name companies such as Disney, Sega, and
General Motors started experimenting with virtual reality technologies [Jerald 2015]. Unfortunately,
the technology could not keep pace with our imaginations and virtual reality simply was not suited
for consumer use yet [Jerald 2015]. Development on virtual reality products dwindled and the rest
of the world moved on. While not entirely to blame for the lack of virtual reality development,
Nintendo’s Virtual Boy did play a role in it’s downfall [Boyer 2009].
Figure 1.1: An overview of head mounted displays by [Ellis 2014]
Figure 1.1 shows a collection of headsets for either research or consumer use. However, it has
been nearly 20 years since the last consumer virtual reality product, Nintendo’s Virtual Boy, was
made available. As a consequence of its technological shortcomings, the Virtual Boy failed to bridge
the gap between video game consoles and virtual reality devices. As a result, development on virtual
reality products came to a halt [Boyer 2009]. One of the biggest issues with the Virtual Boy is that
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controller and the user’s inability to lean or swivel their head, the Virtual Boy felt more constricting
than immersive.
Virtual reality had faded away from public interest at the beginning of the new millennium,
but development continued to live on as research projects at academic, government, and military
institutions across the globe. Due to virtual reality’s new lease on life as various research projects,
innovators such as Mark Bolas of USC’s MxR Lab and Ian McDowall of Fakespace Labs created a
new prototype named Field of View To Go (FOV2GO) which many consider the precursor to the
commercially available HMDs today [Jerald 2015]. This led to one member of FOV2GO’s team,
Palmer Luckey, to develop their own prototype with a successful Kickstater project and eventual
buyout by Facebook [Gallagher 2015; Jerald 2015]. Virtual reality has seen a resurgence within the
past few years but developers and consumers are still cautious about another virtual reality burnout
[Wingfield 2015].
The fear of developing another product like the Virtual Boy is prevalent within the video game
industry and virtual reality community. Regardless of the fact that today’s HMDs better acknowl-
edge the body of the user with accurate positional tracking, John Carmack, the CTO of Oculus VR,
describes the industry’s fear aptly when he says [Wingfield 2015],
“The fear is if a really bad V.R. product comes out, it could send the industry back to
the ’90s...It left a huge, smoking crater in the landscape...We’ve had people afraid to
touch V.R. for 20 years.”
The consumer versions of the Oculus Rift and HTC’s Vive are currently available to consumers.
Other manufacturers, such as Sony with their Morpheus HMD will be available to consumers in late
2016. While technology has vastly improved, it remains to be seen if this second wave of virtual
reality products will become mainstream. The lack of novel immersive experiences in virtual reality
will hinder virtual reality’s revival. Examining new immersive experience within virtual reality will
absolutely help to keep virtual reality relevant. Part of that investigation is finding new ways use
our bodies in virtual reality. This research aims to show how we can use physical movement in more
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There are several vital topics that inform this thesis. The concept of immersion and presence must
be addressed and properly defined. Additionally, virtual reality’s connection to cinema and video
game grammar is explored. Finally, the importance of physical motion in virtual reality experiences
is addressed as well as current virtual reality video games that use physical motion.
2.1 Immersion and Presence
While several researchers agree that virtual reality is an immersive technology [Boyer 2009; Heim
1998; Pausch et al. 1996; Schuemie et al. 2001; Slater 2003], there have been consistent disagreements
over the term immersion [Calleja 2011]. This proposal relies upon the terminology set forth by Mel
Slater in regards to presence and immersion [Slater 2003]. Accordingly, presence can be objectively
assessed and is described as the user’s level of immersion. Conversely, immersion describes a piece
of hardware’s level of engagement upon the user. [Calleja 2011] Describes two types of immersion:
immersion as absorption and immersion as transportation. It is crucial to this proposal that immer-
sion is referred to as a method of transportation [Calleja 2011]. In this regard, it is important to
keep in mind Beth Coleman’s work on X-Reality; [Coleman 2011] While X-Reality focuses on what
we bring from the digital into the physical, there is no reason we cannot use this same idea about
bringing the physical into the digital. In this sense, Coleman’s notion of X-Reality can coincide with
a virtual world where all references to the physical are virtual.
The use of traditional video game controllers with virtual reality experiences is considered by some
researchers to be counter-intuitive [Nutt 2015]. According to [Calleja 2011]’s Player Involvement
Model, the use of a traditional video game controller would not yield a high sense of incorporation.
Additionally, qualitative research has shown that the amount of control users have on events in
virtual environments is directly tied to the level of presence players feel [Witmer and Singer 1998].
[Calleja 2011]’s theory on incorporation is important to virtual reality as a whole. While [Slater 2003]
7explains the eﬀect of presence from using virtual reality, [Calleja 2011] explains how presence happens
to the user through incorporation. Essentially, the player internalizes the game environment into
their consciousness in addition to feeling a part of the environment through their in-game avatar
[Calleja 2011]. Both of these processes are necessary for the player to feel incorporated into the
virtual environment [Calleja 2011]. The idea of incorporation is important to this proposal by
helping to reframe the relationship between the media object, the player, and the social and cultural
contexts [Calleja 2011]. In a sense, incorporation helps to emphasize the mediated activity of the
player and virtual environments. Additionally, [Calleja 2011] describes immersion as a method of
transportation to incorporation, which is similar to [Slater 2003]’s term of immersion.
2.2 VR’s Grammar and Cinematic Grammar
While virtual reality shares similarities with other media, it will eventually require new grammar
suited for the medium. The concept and techniques of transitioning from scenes evolved from cinema,
so it is not unnatural to think that virtual reality would use the same language and techniques.
However, [Manovich 2001] ponders whether or not virtual reality is the evolution of cinema:
“It is an open question whether this and similar scenarios indeed represent an extension
of cinema, or if they rather should be thought of as a continuation of theatrical traditions
such as improvisational or avant-garde theater. But what undoubtedly can be observed
is how virtual technology’s dependence on cinema’s mode of seeing and language is
becoming progressively stronger.”
[Manovich 2001]’s Claims raise more concerns than it answers. Generally, virtual reality is
considered an isolated experience and is not made for a passive audience. Due to the fact that
virtual reality is more of an interactive medium, it shares more commonalities with video games
than cinema. Although, video games have adapted language from cinema to transition from one
scene to the next [Hawkins 2004], the same cannot be said for virtual reality video games. [Laurel
2013] Believes that we will reach virtual reality’s apex potential by revolutionizing the space in which
we participate. From a developer’s standpoint, it seems that [Pausch et al. 1996] would agree on
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8developing new grammar. [Pausch et al. 1996] Believes that virtual reality is a new medium in the
same sense that television, film, video games, and radio once were. Based on the dialogue digital
media theorists and game designers are conducting, it would not be out of the question to develop
a new common language or set of grammar solely for virtual reality.
2.3 Movement in VR Experiences
In essence, virtual reality should create a new dynamic relationship between the user’s body and
the image [Manovich 2001]. According to [Manovich 2001], virtual reality immobilizes the user but
creates a unique juxtaposition where users are required to move in order to fully grasp a virtual
reality experience. Multiple studies have proven that physical movement has a positive eﬀect on
presence [Hale and Stanney 2014; Kitson et al. 2015; Nutt 2015; Slater et al. 1998]. There are
multiple ways to give users the illusion of motion in a virtual environment such as stimulating the
vestibular system or otolith organs in the inner ear but none are as eﬀective as physically moving the
user [Hale and Stanney 2014]. According to [Hale and Stanney 2014], the most eﬀective method to
give the user a sense of motion is to use isomorphic locomotion. The goal of isomorphic simulation
is to provide a sense of ambient context for a synthetic event in the virtual world that would be
diﬃcult or impossible to experience in the real world [Hale and Stanney 2014]. Physical motion in a
virtual environment has several benefits compared to using a game controller or joystick such as: task
proficiency, navigation ability, reduction of orientation, and an overall increase in naturalness and
presence [Hale and Stanney 2014]. Additionally, it should be noted that coordinating multisensory
cues and inputs provides stronger benefits to the user’s experience rather than one self-movement
cue [Hale and Stanney 2014].
When designers incorporate physical motion, into virtual reality experiences, participants have
a stronger sense of spatial updating [Kitson et al. 2015] and help facilitate vection [Riecke 2006].
Furthermore, it has been proven that the only necessary requirement for eﬃcient navigation is full
body movement [Ruddle and Lessels 2006].
Chapter 2: Designing for Virtual Reality 2.3 Movement in VR Experiences
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This work was informed by several virtual reality video games and research studies. First, we
examined several launch titles for the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive and how each video game transitions
the player from diﬀerent scenes and environments. Secondly, we assembled various research studies
that informed the groundwork for this thesis.
3.1 VR Games and Transitions
There are several virtual reality video games that utilize physical motion which help to bring about
narrative and spatial involvement. While these few examples do not use physical movement in
their transitions, they are great examples of video games for virtual reality that acknowledge the
body. One game to keep in mind is Schell Games’ I Expect You To Die. In this virtual reality
game, players are trapped inside of a car that they must escape from. Throughout the experience,
players must physically lean and move throughout the environment in order to avoid being attacked.
Giving players a space in which to move around in helps to bring about spatial involvement as
stated by [Calleja 2011]. The Tower of Babel requires players to climb a tower using their hands in
conjunction with a Leap Motion controller. Lastly, Chicken Walk instructs the player to traverse the
environment as a chicken while simultaneously physically bending downwards to peck at objects and
enemies. Both of these games unique locomotion mechanic is a strong example of [Calleja 2011]’s
spatial involvement.
3.1.1 Fantastic Contraption
One particular game to note is Fantastic Contraption. This game challenges players to build machines
in order to complete challenges. Originally, Fantastic Contraption was a 2D Flash game and was
ported to virtual reality for release in 2016 [Francis 2015].
This game is notable due to how the player transitions from level to level. Figure 3.1 shows the
beginning stages of a scene transition. The player uses one of the HTC Vive’s controllers to pick up
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Figure 3.1: Starting a Transition in Fantastic Contraption [Northway Games 2016]
a helmet and place it on their head. As the player puts the helmet on their head, their viewpoint
changes from daytime into a darker area with stars. Figure 3.2 shows a splitscreen view from the
player’s vantage point as they’re putting on the helmet.
Figure 3.2: The Player’s view during a Transition [Northway Games 2016]
Finally, once the player puts on the helmet, they are transported to a new environment entirely.
Figure 3.3 shows the area that the player is transported to. This new area then acts as a level
selection stage.
Fantastic Contraption does an excellent job at incorporating physical movement into changing
the user’s environment and acknowledging the player’s body.
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Figure 3.3: The finishing state after transitioning in Fantastic Contraption [Northway Games
2016]
3.1.2 Job Simulator
Figure 3.4: Picking a cartridge in Job Simulator [Owlchemy Labs 2016]
While Job Simulator does not give users control over the camera for scene transitions like Fan-
tastic Contraption does, Job Simulator does not virtually move the camera either, which may cause
motion sickness. Job Simulator gives the player a sense of agency and control over how and when
they load a level. The loading between levels is seamless and almost transparent, which is important
in virtual reality design.
Then, as seen in Figure 3.5, players insert a cartridge into the designated slot. Lastly, in order
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Figure 3.5: Inserting a cartridge in Job Simulator [Owlchemy Labs 2016]
to load the level completely, players must then pull a lever to begin the transition as seen in Figure
3.6. The scene around the player begins to fade away and their designated level loads into view.
Figure 3.6: Loading a level in Job Simulator [Owlchemy Labs 2016]
Starting with Figure 3.4, players can choose a level by picking up a cartridge. Each cartridge is
a diﬀerent experience and fits into the narrative structure for Job Simulator. This helps to facilitate
Calleja [2011]’s incorporation by narrative involvement.
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3.1.3 Selfie Tennis
Selfie Tennis is a unique game that requires the user to play against themselves. Players will serve
the ball and immediately the camera will teleport the player to the other side of the court with no
indication. Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 showcase the flow of the game as you serve and receive the
tennis ball.
Figure 3.7: Serving the ball to yourself in Selfie Tennis [VR Unicorns 2016]
Figure 3.8: Hitting the ball to yourself in Selfie Tennis [VR Unicorns 2016]
Instant camera movement can actually be problematic for the player because the transition is
very sudden and it virtually moves the camera. This can cause disorientation, sickness, or dizziness
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Figure 3.9: Serving the ball to yourself in Selfie Tennis [VR Unicorns 2016]
with the player [Schell 2015]. Even worse, this sudden movement could even lead to injury. In fact,
there have already been multiple reports of injuries stemming from playing Selfie Tennis [Kuchera
2016]. Selfie Tennis is one of the few games that could benefit from more physical movement.
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3.1.4 Budget Cuts
Figure 3.10: Choosing a location to teleport to in Budget Cuts [Neat Corporation 2016]
Budget Cuts is a virtual reality stealth game for the HTC Vive. It utilizes a portaling/blink
locomotion system that’s incorporated into the narrative. This not only leads to a stronger sense of
presence for the user but also utilizes Calleja [2011] narrative involvement model. Players choose a
location they want to go to by shooting a portal from the controller to their desired location. Once
the blue portal hits the ground, a small circular display opens up on the controller showing the new
area. Once players decide they want to teleport, they can simply press a button on the controller
and the portal envelops the user and moves them to the new area [Lang 2016].
Figure 3.11: Viewing the interactive portal inBudget Cuts [Neat Corporation 2016]
Figures 3.10 and 3.11 demonstrates the sequence of Budget Cuts’ novel locomotion technique.
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3.1.5 Water Bears
In this virtual reality video game for the HTC Vive, the player is tasked with freeing trapped water
bears. Players build pipes in order to reroute specifically colored water to the correctly colored bear.
Water Bears is an innovative puzzle game by allowing users to walk around in real space.
Interestingly, the developer gives the player a sense of agency and control as they change scenes.
In order to load to the next level, players must walk to a platform and stand in the center of it.
Figure 3.12 shows the intended teleport pad and figure 3.13 shows the view from inside the teleport
pad. In the interest of full disclosure, Water Bears was a source of inspiration to the researcher and
designer of this thesis.
Figure 3.12: The teleporter to go to the next level [Schell Games 2016]
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Figure 3.13: The view from inside the teleport pad [Schell Games 2016]
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3.1.6 Eve Valkyrie
Figure 3.14: The view from a player after being shot down [Games 2016]
Eve Valkyrie is a multiplayer dogfighting shooter for the Oculus Rift. Users are strapped into a
cockpit and fly around in space shooting down enemy A.I. or fellow players. However, it can be a
bit unsettling or disorienting once the player’s ship is destroyed and die. The glass protecting the
pilot cracks and breaks open sucking the pilot into the blackness of space. After a quick fade to
black, players are then taken into a hangar to pick a new ship. Figure 3.14 shows the player’s view
just as they are about to be taken into space.
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3.2 Related Research Studies
This proposal draws inspiration from a previous study conducted by Mel Slater titled The Depth of
Presence in Virtual Environments. Slater introduced the concept of “stacking depth” [Slater et al.
1994], which is the concept of entering a virtual environment while already in a virtual environment.
Much like [Pausch et al. 1996] suggests, [Slater et al. 1994] creates a story in his virtual environment
research project for participants to follow. This in turn, gives users a sense of narrative involvement
[Calleja 2011] which helps increase their level of presence. This research proposal will place the
physically based transitions prototypes in the context of a narrative in order to make use of [Calleja
2011]’s narrative and spatial involvement model.
3.2.1 Gradual Transitions and Presence
In an interesting study conducted in 2009, Frank Steinicke examined the amount of presence and
change in distance estimation when users shift from a replicated physical environment to a virtual
environment. Steinicke wondered if starting in a replica virtual environment and then transitioning
to a diﬀerent virtual environment gradually has a strong direct eﬀect on presence [Steinicke et al.
2010]. Their study was very specifically designed on replicating their initial environment in addition
to transporting them to a place3 similar to somewhere they have already been. After testing,
Steinicke concluded that the inclusion of a transitional environment strengthens a users level of
presence [Steinicke et al. 2010].
3.2.2 Redirected Walking
One of the biggest issues in virtual reality development today is designing for locomotion. Many
researchers and industry leaders are looking to design and develop new methods of moving around
in a virtual environment. One such study, created by Sharif Razzaque, produced a novel interactive
locomotion technique called Redirected Walking. This technique works by responsively rotating the
virtual environment around the use as they walk around the environment. However, users are not
aware of the rotation due to human limitations for sensing position, orientation, and movement
[Razzaque et al. 2001]. At its core, the goal of Redirected Walking is to fool the senses of the user
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into believing that their perceived motion is self-motion [Razzaque et al. 2001].
Razzaque tested Redirected Walking with pilot study of 11 people with a task of pressing four
buttons in a virtual fire drill [Razzaque et al. 2001]. This all took place in a room half the size of
the virtual environment [Razzaque et al. 2001]. Razzaque discovered that Redirected Walking was
capable of providing consistent and realistic visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive information to the
user [Razzaque et al. 2001]. Interestingly, Razzaque compared Redirected Walking to other novel
locomotion techniques. He states,
“Real walking provides multi-sensory cues: visual, vestibular and proprioceptive. Tread-
mills provide realistic proprioceptive cues of walking. However, they work by canceling
the user’s motion (like walking on slippery ice) and thus may not provide vestibular cues.
Furthermore, single axis treadmills are disorienting while the user is turning in the Ve.
Leaning gestures are mechanically simple and do provide some vestibular cues, but do
not provide the proprioceptive cues of walking."
3.2.3 Depth of Presence
This thesis draws inspiration from a previous research study conducted by Mel Slater. Slater intro-
duced the concept of “stacking depth” [Slater et al. 1994], which is the concept of entering a virtual
environment while already in a virtual environment. Much like [Pausch et al. 1996] suggests, [Slater
et al. 1994] creates a story in his virtual environment research project for participants to follow. This
in turn, gives users a sense of narrative involvement [Calleja 2011] which helps increase their level
of presence. An analysis from their experiment showed a significant and distinguishably positive
association when users transported between environments.
3.2.4 Body Movement and Engagement
This study, conducted by Nadia Bianchi-Berthouze, examined the relationship between a player’s
level of engagement and body movement through a game controller in computer games. Although
this thesis does not utilize a controller whatsoever, the research behind Bianchi-Berthouze’s study
has a similar background and is therefore applicable to my thesis. The oﬃcial question asked by
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Bianchi-Berthouze is whether an increase in task-related body movement imposed, or allowed by
the game controller will result in an increase of the player’s engagement level. [Bianchi-Berthouze
et al. 2007]. It should be noted that Bianchi-Berthouze’s definition of engagement is a synonym for
immersion, presence, and fun.[Bianchi-Berthouze et al. 2007]
In order to test her hypothesis, Bianchi-Berthouze conducted two separate comparative experi-
ments. The first experiment asked participants to play the same computer game with two diﬀerent
controllers which hindered their movement. However, in order to avoid a faulty test set up, Bianchi-
Berthouze carried out a second experiment in which participants used the same controller with a
diﬀerence that the amount of body motion restricted was dependent on the use of the controller
[Bianchi-Berthouze et al. 2007].
The culmination of Bianchi-Berthouze’s study was the discovery of a significant relationship
between body movement and player engagement. Furthermore, she concluded that not only did
body movement have a direct relationship with player’s engagement but also modify the manner
in which they are engaged [Bianchi-Berthouze et al. 2007]. As a follow up to her previous study,
Bianchi-Berthouze further explored body movement and player engagement in 2013. For this study,
Bianchi-Berthouze presented a taxonomy of body movements in the context of previous research.
This study yielded the creation of diﬀerent types of engagement for various movements [Bianchi-
Berthouze 2013].
Bianchi-Berthouze surmises that one of the reasons physical activity in video games are suc-
cessful is due to physical movement aﬀecting cognitive and emotional processes which results in
higher enjoyment. She states, "...it has been shown that body movement supports cognitive pro-
cesses,regulates emotions, and mediates aﬀective and social communication. As such it is a very
important means for technology to exploit, to not only facilitate a more positive user experience but
also to address issues such as motivations and positive emotions" [Bianchi-Berthouze 2013].
Bianchi-Berthouze categorizes five classes of movement: task-control body movements, task-
facilitating body movements, role-related body movements, aﬀective experssions, and expressions
of social behaviour. Although Bianchi-Berthouze describes five classes of body movement, for the
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purposes of this thesis, I will only be focusing on one of them: task-control body movements. It is
defined as movements which are necessary to control the game or score points [Bianchi-Berthouze
2013]. All of Bianchi-Berthouze’s five classes of body movement could apply to various sections of
a virtual reality experience but since this thesis project has a linear experiment setup, the rest are
not applicable.
Through various tests, Bianchi-Berthouze concluded that any controller that can use the five
categories of body movements could result in a better and more complete experience [Bianchi-
Berthouze 2013].
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Chapter 4: Problem Statement
This section details the research question derived from the introduction and from the literature
review. The subsidiary questions serve as complimentary information for this research.
4.1 Research Question
When transitioning between environments in a virtual world, will camera movements made simulta-
neously with movements from the user produce a higher sense of presence and more preferred scene
transition experience than with virtual camera movement alone?
4.2 Subsidiary Questions
1. To what extent will these transitions impact the amount of motion sickness felt by users?
2. To what extent does altering and improving transitions in virtual reality improve presence
with users?
3. How much control over the camera does the player typically require?
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Chapter 5: Approach
This thesis focuses on human computer interaction between a virtual reality HMD, a virtual camera,
and physical movements. Two versions are used for this comparative study; a Direct version and
a Non-Direct version. First, we present the game design blueprint. Next, we describe the virtual
playtest environment as well as the physical one. Then, we detail the equipment used and project
changes from iterative playtesting. The following section then details each version their diﬀerences
as well as detailing the physical movements used in this research study. Finally, we conclude this
chapter with sections on the considerations and limitations as well as qualitative and quantitative
data collected.
5.1 Game Design and Story Premise
Initially, the game intended for this thesis project was designed as a free-form experience. Research
participants would be allowed to move about the environment in whatever manner they wished.
However, this would not work within a comparative study. Additionally, due to limitations on our
hardware’s positional tracking, we were confined to a small physical area. As a result, the game
switched from being free-form to linear.
In an eﬀort to give the player a sense of agency and invoke Calleja [2011]’s narrative involvement,
a small story was written and described to players before they began testing. The following was
read to participants before any formal testing took place:
A secret agent was on a mission to procure some information that will save the city from an
impending disaster. He was attacked and is now on life support. You have to go into his mind, in
order to piece together the memories he had that was going to save the city with.
Players were guided by an in-game A.I. named A.R.T.E.M.I.S., an acronym for A Rather
Teachable Experimental Machine Intelligence System. Shown introducing himself in figure 5.1,
A.R.T.E.M.I.S. was written into the game in order to teach the players the physical movement, act
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Figure 5.1: A.R.T.E.M.I.S. served as a narrative pathway into the game by teaching the player
the physical movements in the tutorial.
as a calibration tool, and prompt research participants to perform a physical movement.
Figure 5.2: The location of one of the memories players are tasked to collect
The objective of the game is to traverse the virtual environment only using the physically based
scene transitions. Players were tasked with locating and collecting memories. Figure 5.2 and 5.3
show the locations of the two memories players are required to collect. Using a technique called
raycasting, players would stare at the memory to collect it. Each version features two memories in
the same location each time. Research participants were required to make eight scene transitions in
total per version: teleporting six times, growing and using the portal twice. Initial designs for this
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Figure 5.3: The second location of one of the memories
game featured a longer play time and more memories, however, the scope of the game was made
shorter in an attempt to minimize motion sickness from extensive use of an HMD.
5.2 Playtest Environment
Figure 5.4: The virtual testing environment
In regards to the playtest environment. a large city was selected in order to give players a
the sense of a sprawling space. Ultimately, the decision to use a city environment was due to
several factors. First, city environments typically have vastly diﬀerent areas in with diﬀerent style
buildings and street props. This in turn, would give players a real sense of change within a consistent
environment. For the purposes of this thesis, we had two diﬀerent areas of a typical city for users
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to explore: a downtown/financial district and a borough similar to Queens, NY. A picture of the
financial district can be seen in 5.4 Secondly, the research team did not want to put players into an
environment that was too abstract or too unfamiliar to them. We wanted to strike a balance between
having a familiarity and abstraction in terms of environment and player action. This decision was
inspired by Murray [2011] earlier in Chapter 1.
The environment used in this thesis was purchased through the Unity Asset Store. Specifically,
the Modern City Pack by noirfx was used as a template to speed up production time. Additionally,
another Unity package was used in the final version of this game for production. Realistic Eﬀects
Pack, by Unity user kripto289, was graciously donated for the purposes of developing this thesis.
Figure 5.5: The physical testing space in the Per Cubed Lab
The physical testing environment was in Drexel University’s Per Cubed Lab. Due to the fact that
participants were required to rotate, a chair with a swivel was required. While an oﬃce chair was
suﬃcient, it was by no means ideal. In an informal playtest, participants would occasionally move
out of range of the Oculus Rift’s positional tracker and as a result, would skew the data negatively.
A stationary stool was substituted in order to solve this problem. See figure 5.5 for an overview of
the physical testing space.
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5.3 Equipment Used
This research thesis used the following equipment for development and for testing:
1. Unity 5.3.4f
2. Oculus Rift Development Kit 2 and positional tracker
3. Oculus Rift Configuration Utility .8 Beta
4. Windows 7 and Windows 10
5. Mac OS X Yosemite 10.10.5
6. Development in C#
7. Sennheiser HD 202 Headphones
5.4 Version Design
Typically, transitions in film and video games are used as a tool by directors and designers as a way
of introducing new information to the viewer or player. It can include introducing new characters,
locales, plot information or to give an idea of what’s coming next.
However, this may not hold true in virtual reality due to the fact that camera is attached to
the user’s face. The problem with transitions in virtual reality is the struggle for control over
the camera. Ultimately it comes down to determining how much camera control users need for a
physically triggered transition. Hence the necessity of creating two diﬀerent version of the same
game.
5.4.1 Direct Version
Any camera movement triggered by a transition is immediate and reactive to the player’s movement.
It features a 1:1 correlation with the associated movement. The player must complete the entire
physical movement to completion in order to trigger a scene transition.
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5.4.2 Non-Direct Version
Compared to the Direct Version, the Non-Direct Version is not instantaneous but not completely
under player control. Players move past a predetermined threshold in order to trigger the transition.
It has a reduced correlation with the associated movement.
5.5 Physical Movement Design
This project utilizes Bowman and Hodges [1999]’s research on designing a framework for virtual
reality environments. This entails designing novel techniques for each interaction task, identifying
factors that would impede interaction tasks, listing important and relevant performance metrics,
and analyzing qualitative and quantitative data from participants. This study focused on viewpoint
motion control research. The framework for performing and analyzing this research study will be
similar to [Bowman and Hodges 1999].
The physically based movements used in this study are inspired by novels such as Through the
Looking Glass, movies such as Ant-Man, and TV shows like Star Trek and Stargate. Research on
cinematic camera techniques such as the dissolve and camera dolly were also used as inspiration.
Additionally, each of the transitions to conform to a type of 3D translation.
5.5.1 Growth Transition
Figure 5.6: The respective thresholds for the Non-Direct and Direct Versions of the Growth
Transition
Players can change size by sitting down and standing up. Standing up causing growth where as
sitting down causes players to shrink back down. After extensive playtesting, it became clear and nec-
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essary that calibrating the height for each participant was necessary. In the tutorial A.R.T.E.M.I.S.
asks the player to stand up and calibrate the growth mechanic. Even though the player does not
grow in the tutorial, the positional tracker assess the participants max height.
The Direct version reacts to the players movement instantly. Whereas the Non-Direct version
requires the player to pass a certain threshold in order to trigger the transition. This threshold was
determined to be 25% of the participants’ max height. Similarly, when the player goes to shrink
back down, the threshold for shrinking is 75% of the player’s max height. Once the player reaches
any of these thresholds, Unity finishes the transition for the player. Figure 5.6 demonstrates the
respective threshold for growing and shrinking for both the Non-Direct and Direct Versions.
5.5.2 Teleport Pad Transition
Players were able to teleport between environments by rotating themselves 180 degrees. Due to
limitations on hardware, players were only able to do this on a specific in-game platform shown in
figure 5.7. Additionally, players were instructed to rotate back around to the front so they would
not be out of range of the Oculus Rift’s positional tracker. A forward indicator was placed near the
teleporter in order to inform players which way was front.
Figure 5.7: One of four teleporters players use
As the player rotates, the camera from the first location fades out, while second camera in a new
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Figure 5.8: The respective thresholds for the Non-Direct and Direct Versions of the Teleport
Pad Transition
Figure 5.9: Starting a teleport
Figure 5.10: Nearly finishing a teleport
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location fades in. This is directly tied to the players rotation while on one of the four the teleporter
pads. See figures 5.9 and 5.10 as an example of what this looks like. The direct version requires the
player to rotate a full 180 degrees to complete this transition. On the other hand, the Non-Direct
version waits for the player to rotate 90 degrees and then finishes the rotation for them.
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5.5.3 Portal Transition
With the assistance of the Oculus Rift’s positional tracker, players lean their body forwards to go
through a portal in order to trigger this transition. Unlike the other two transition mechanics, the
portal is intended to give players a sense of time change.
Figure 5.11: The portal displaying the same scene at a diﬀerent time of day.
In figure 5.11, the player is given a glimpse of the time change that they will experience. In the
linear progression chart, players first move from daytime to night and then back to day at the end
of the testing session. Much like the Growth transition, we discovered that the Portal transition
would benefit greatly from player calibration. A.R.T.E.M.I.S. asks the player during the tutorial to
lean forwards during the tutorial but no portal is activated.
The Direct portal version requires the player to completely lean forwards into the portal. Con-
versely, the Non-Direct version waits for the player to lean 50% of the way to the positional tracker
and then the portal moves towards the player’s field of view and envelops them.
5.6 Testing Set up
Each participants experience in this study followed this format.
1. Experiment Breakdown and Location
With the exception of the experimenter and participant, no others were present at any time
before, during, or after the test in Drexel’s Per Cubed Lab. Before any testing began, partici-
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pants were asked to sign an informed consent document explaining the experiment. Following
the informed consent document signing, participants were asked to fill out the Pre-Evaluation
Questionnaire form and the HMD was then calibrated. Participants were then instructed on
how to play the game by the experimenter and were free to ask any questions. Subjects were
not told which version they would play first or what the diﬀerences were.
2. During the Test
As soon as the participant put on the HMD and headphones, they are assigned a randomly
generated metric ID by Unity. Once the experimenter loaded the tutorial, the participant
was greeted by A.R.T.E.M.I.S. and was instructed a second time on how to play the game
with the added benefit of performing and calibrating the physical movements required. Once
the tutorial is complete, they were randomly sorted into either the Non-Direct Version or the
Direct Version.
3. Following the First Version
When subjects completed the first version they were asked to complete a Per Version Post Test
Questionnaire. The experimenter was on hand to answer any questions regarding the ques-
tionnaire. Following the questionnaire, subjects strapped on the HMD and headphones again,
and completed the second version along with another Per Version Post Test Questionnaire.
5.7 Testing Framework and Target Demographics
This research thesis used [Slater et al. 1994]’s method for analyzing the data statistically. In order to
test this study’s research question, this thesis used a within subjects design. Participants were asked
to play two diﬀerent versions of the same virtual reality game in randomized order. Randomized
order is a necessary part of this experiment in order to reduce bias towards one transition method or
the other. See Figure 5.12 for an overview of the experimental setup for the participants and Figure
5.13 for the linear progression through the transition types.
The questionnaires, draw heavily from [Nielsen 1993, 1997] design practices for asking unbiased
questions. The test bed for this research is as follows:
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1. Pre-Test Questionnaire








viii. Video game experience
ix. Computer experience with 3D programs
x. 3D Video game experience
xi. Immersive virtual reality experience
xii. Immersive virtual reality gaming experience
2. In Game Metrics
(a) Gathers quantitative data during gameplay such as:
i. Tutorial completion time
ii. Time spent using each transition
3. Per Version Post Questionnaire
(a) Witmer-Singer Presence Questionnaire categories used
i. Possibility to Act
ii. Realism
iii. Quality of Interface
iv. Self-Evaluation of Performance
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(b) Custom Likert Scale categories
i. Ease of use
ii. Ease of learning
iii. Level of comfort
The preferred demographics for this test include users who are inherently interested in virtual
reality, over 18 years old, have normal motion of head, neck, and body, have no history with seizures
or epilepsy, and are not pregnant during the time of testing. Since recruitment was based primarily
at Drexel University, it is presumable that the majority of participants will be students from Drexel
University.
5.8 Considerations and Limitations
For this study, a distinct emphasis was placed in ensuring that users do not get motion sickness.
As noted by [Lyon 2014], a strong focus must be placed upon addressing simulation sickness in any
future research regarding virtual reality and HMDs. The possibility for a unreliable data set certainly
exists if motion sickness is not accounted for in any research study involving HMDs. Schell [2015]
states that accelerating the camera can cause motion sickness. Therefore, one of the limitations of
this study is to not include a no movement version as a control. Not only would accelerating the
camera certainly make participants sick, but it would also create an ethical violation in this study.
No research project should ask participants to get sick. Therefore, this research will not require
participants to go through a control version with no movement.
If volunteers happen to experience motion sickness during the experiment, they may opt out at
any time during the test. However, it should be noted that volunteers would not be able to repeat
this experiment. In order to reduce the possibility of motion sickness, the game developed for this
thesis underwent consistent play testing and iteration. Furthermore, the play time per version for
research participants was 15 minutes to ensure that motion sickness did not play a factor in data
collection.
Volunteers for play testing, iterative research play testing, and formal research were recruited
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Figure 5.12: Flow Chart of the Experimental Setup
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Figure 5.13: Flow Chart of the Linear Progression
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through Drexel University’s campus with the help of departmental emails and flyers. Additionally,
volunteers were recruited at the Philadelphia Game Forge’s weekly meeting of game developers
named Philly Dev Night. Test sessions took approximately one hour.
5.9 Data Collected
The data collected during the testing phase of this research project can be split into quantitative
and qualitative categories. First, in game metrics were recorded, which tracked tutorial completion
time per transition, main game completion time per transition, and a frame per second counter.
Additionally, a custom likert scale was implemented. Secondly, the use of the Witmer Singer Presence
Questionnaire [Witmer and Singer 1998] as used for self-reporting experience.
5.9.1 Qualitative Data
Participants were asked to evaluate themselves using 16 questions from the Witmer-Singer Presence
Questionnaire. The categories selected were: The Possibility to Act, Realism, Quality of Interface,
and Self Evaluation of Performance.
The following questions were aggregated into Possibility to Act:
1. How much were you able to control Events?
2. How responsive was the environment to actions that you initiated (or performed)?
3. Were you able to anticipate what would happen next in response to the actions that you
performed?
4. How completely were you able to actively survey or search the environment using vision?
The following questions were aggregated into Realism:
1. How natural did your interactions with the environment seem?
2. How much did the visual aspects of the environment involve you?
3. How natural were the mechanisms that controlled movement through the environment?
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4. How compelling was your sense of objects moving through space?
5. How much did your experiences in the virtual environment seem consistent with your real
world experiences?
6. How compelling was your sense of moving around inside the virtual environment?
7. How involved were you in the virtual environment experience?
The following questions for Quality of Interface were reversed:
1. How much delay did you experience between your actions and expected outcomes?
2. How much did the visual display quality interfere or distract you from performing assigned
tasks or required activities?
3. How much did the control devices interfere with the performance of assigned tasks or with
other activities?
Finally, the following questions were used for the Self-Evaluation of Performance:
1. How quickly did you adjust to the virtual environment experience?
2. How proficient in moving and interacting with the virtual environment did you feel at the end
of the experience?
Please see Appendix B for further details.
5.9.2 Quantitative Data
The likert scale were questions inspired from previous research studies [Lyon 2014]. The created
categories were: Enjoyment, Learnability, and Comfort. Figure 5.14 shows the possible answers for
each question on the Likert Scale.
The following questions were aggregated into Learnability:
1. Learning the controls for this version was easy
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Figure 5.14: Answers to the Likert Scale.
2. Controlling this version of the game was intuitive
3. It was easy to adapt to transitions between environments for this version of the game
The following questions were aggregated into Enjoyment:
1. I enjoyed using the growth transition in this version
2. I enjoyed using the teleporter transition in this version
3. I enjoyed using the portal transition in this version
4. Overall, I enjoyed playing this version of the game?
5. I enjoyed the physical movements in this version and would have wanted to repeat them more
often
6. Overall, I felt I had a high sense of presence (the feeling of “being there”) in this version of the
game
7. I felt I had a high sense of presence with the growth transition for this version of the game
8. I felt I had a high sense of presence with the teleporter transition for this version of the game
9. I felt I had a high sense of presence with the portal transition for this version of the game
10. I felt the physical movement matched well with the growth transition for this version of the
game
11. I felt the physical movement matched well with the teleporter transition for this version of the
game
12. I felt the physical movement matched well with the portal transition for this game
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The following questions for Comfort were reversed:
1. I felt disoriented when playing this version of the game
2. I felt nauseous when playing this version of the game
3. I felt dizzy when playing this version of the game
Finally, the following question was categorized under comfort, but not reversed:
1. Controlling this version of the game was comfortable
Please see Appendix B for further details.
Chapter 5: Approach 5.9 Data Collected
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Chapter 6: Results
It was predicted by the research team that users would sustain a high level of presence by using
physical movements to trigger transitions between environments. Research has shown that physical
movement can improve presence and reduce motion sickness [Schuemie et al. 2001; Slater et al.
1998]. This section will discuss participant’s amount of presence felt, comfort, and version preference.
Overall, participants preferred the Non-Direct version in every category, contrary to the expectations
of the researcher.
6.1 Population
In total, there were 30 subjects that went through our experiment. 15 of our participants started with
the Non-Direct version and 15 started with the Direct version. Coincidentally, 15 of our participants
were men and 15 were women. We had a broad spectrum of participants in our population, from
undergraduate students at Drexel University to industry professionals. Our age range went from 19
to 35 with a mean age of 22. Our mean interpupilary distance (IPD) was 64 based on a range of 61.1
and 69.5 A majority of our population, 17 participants to be specific, claimed to have no immersive
virtual reality gaming experience. All of our research participants had either a moderate or large
amount of computer experience.
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6.2 Analysis and Discussion
Calculations for the overall mean and standard error for each category in both versions were calcu-
lated. Figure 6.1 displays all the of the data for each category version. Figure 6.2 shows the averages
for each version for the Witmer Singer Presence Questionnaire. While it seems to be a fairly close
comparison between the two versions, the Non-Direct version has the edge in almost every category.
Figure 6.1: Calculations performed
Figure 6.2: Witmer Singer Mean in each category for Direct and Non-Direct
Lastly, according to the data, there was no diﬀerence between versions in regards to gender.
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the mean values for each version per category per gender.
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Figure 6.3: Likert Scale Mean in each category for Direct and Non-Direct
Figure 6.4: I Felt Dizzy When Playing this Version of the Game
Figure 6.5: I felt Nauseous When Playing this Version of the Game
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Figure 6.6: Controlling this Version of the Game was Comfortable
Figure 6.7: I felt Disoriented When Playing this Version of the Game
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Figure 6.8: Overall, I felt I had a High Sense of Presence (the Feeling of "Being There") With
this Version of the Game
Figure 6.9: Averages for Gender for the Non-Direct Version
Figure 6.10: Averages for Gender for the Direct Version
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
This thesis presented the diﬀerent ways that we can use physical movement in virtual reality in
an eﬀort to help designers understand the diﬀerent ways we can use full body motion cues in
conjunction with virtual camera movement to trigger a scene transition. A comparative study found
that participants preferred the Non-Direct Version. This version led to better comfort, learnability,
presence, and enjoyment overall. This section provides further insight about the importance of this
research and the contribution it has to the virtual reality industry. Furthermore, recommended
future work is addressed and lays groundwork for extending this research.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
After reviewing the data and participant comments and preferences, the researcher behind this thesis
came to the following conclusions on its contribution to the virtual reality industry:
1. Participants preferred to initiate scene transitions by physically moving but not
to finish them. It was quite a surprise to the research team that participants preferred less
control over the camera. This goes against previous research and our assumptions before our
testing phase. This leaves us wondering what other design areas of virtual reality could benefit
from more physical movement and less camera control. As consumer grade virtual reality
headsets develop in the next few years, it is likely that the technology behind tracking will
improve as well. This will lead to more full motion cues that can be performed by the user to
initiate a scene transition.
2. Much like cinema and video games, designers can still use transitions as a tool
to introduce new information but they must let the user decide when to start a
transition. This not only gives players a sense of agency but also allows them to define and
pace their experience inside virtual reality. It is still inadvisable to make any sudden camera
movements that may startle the player.
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3. Even though previous research has stated that giving players more control gives
them a stronger sense of presence [Schuemie et al. 2001] [Slater et al. 1998],the same
amount of presence can be felt by users if they are not in complete control of the
camera. As evienced by the Witmer-Singer Presence Questionnaire results, users felt more
presence with the Non-Direct Version than they did with the direct one. Our belief is that
users had a hard time telling the diﬀerence between versions. What’s important is if players
feel the illusion of control.
4. The design of this research project can provide future researchers with a baseline
for testing time and set up. Inspired by previous research conducted at Drexel University,
this thesis resulted in zero participants withdrawing from the this study. While [Lyon 2014]
did not give definite guidelines on participant testing time, this thesis has a proven approach
and can easily be used in future virtual reality studies.
5. The comments received and results in the questionnaires from the participants
suggest that more investigation into camera control for scene transitions is re-
quired. While we are convinced that using physical movement to trigger a scene transition
in virtual reality is an important design consideration, giving the user complete control over
the camera to transition into a new scene seems inferior to giving them limited control be-
yond initiating the transition. Examining design techniques from previous mediums may help
to explain why limited camera control is better received. Traditionally, when loading into a
new area in a video game such as Fallout 4, players initiate the transition and then wait for
the game to respond. The user becomes a passive audience instead of an active one during
a transition. Perhaps there is room for users in virtual reality to be a passive audience. As
noted by Jerald [2015]:
"Communication can also be between human and technology—an essential compo-
nent and basis of VR. VR design is concerned with the communication of how the
virtual world works, how that world and its objects are controlled, and the relation-
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ship between user and content: ideally where users are focused on the experience
rather than the technology. Well-designed VR experiences can be thought of as
collaboration between human and machine where both software and hardware work
harmoniously together to provide intuitive communication with the human. Devel-
opers write complex software to create, if designed well, seemingly simple transfer
functions to provide eﬀective interactions and engaging experiences."
It could be stated that the aﬀordances for this research, according to Norman’s Principles of Interac-
tion Design, [Jerald 2015] does not need to be very complex. Much like a hand switching on a light,
perhaps a lower and non-direct threshold for physical transitions is similar in nature and therefore
more preferred. Additionally, Jerald [2015] defines compliance as an important part of interaction
design in virtual reality. Compliance is the matching of sensory feedback with input devices across
time and space and manintaining this improves user performance and satisfaction [Jerald 2015].
Within compliance, there is directional compliance and temporal compliance. Directional compli-
ance is the resulting feeling of what is seen and felt by the body which allows the user to anticipate
motion in response to physical input. This allows the user to plan and exectute actions within a
virtual environment more appropriately [Jerald 2015]. Most important to this thesis however is
temporal compliance. Jerald [2015] states that:
"Temporal compliance states that diﬀerent sensory feedback corresponding to the same
action or event should be synced appropriately in time. Viewpoint feedback should be
immediate to match vestibular cues, otherwise motion sickness may result. But even
for reasons unrelated to sickness, feedback should be immediate; otherwise users may
become frustrated or give up before tasks are completed...Users can become annoyed
and computing resources can be wasted since the user may have forgotten about the
task and moved on to something else. In fact, slow or poor feedback may be worse than
no feedback, as it can be distracting, irritating, and anxiety provoking."
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This helps to explain why the Non-Direct version was preferred over the Direct Version. Due to
the fact that the threshold was lower in the Non-Direct version, users experienced a faster and more
eﬃcient transition. The possibility of the user becoming annoyed or frustrated is significantly lower.
This results in a higher rate of flow for the virtual reality experience and a higher rate of presence.
The transitions described and researched in this thesis can be classified as magical interaction
techniques [Jerald 2015]. Magic interactions are designed, typically as a metaphor, to enhance the
user experience by reducing interaction fidelity and circumventing the limitations of the real world
[Jerald 2015]. Due to the fact that there is no real frame of reference of growing dramatically in size,
teleporting, or going through a portal, participants in a virtual reality environment might expect a
faster transition than one that is more responsive.
Lastly, it has been shown in previous research that proprioceptive information relayed back to
the user does not necessarily need to match up. For example, in Razzaque et al. [2001]’s study,
users felt they were walking down a hallway when in fact they were walking back and forth in a
zig-zag pattern. Users were comfortable when their in game movements did not match their physical
out-of game movements. This leads the research team to believe that direct interaction is best left
to manipulating objects, where as indirect interaction is better suited for scene transitions since
indirect interactions are more eﬀective for their intended purposes [Jerald 2015].
7.2 Future Research
One of the limitations with this study was with the hardware being used. While sitting/standing
virtual reality covers a wide range of experiences, we did not have a chance to test this with room-
scale virtual reality systems. In the future, the research team would be inclined to test with the
HTC Vive due the stronger roomscale tracking provided. It has been mentioned numerous times
throughout this thesis report that virtual reality is a full body experience. Therefore, the research
team would be inclined to use the HTC Vive to incorporate diﬀerent movements and in conjunction
with movement/tracking with the controllers held in the hand.
Secondly, for the purposes of complexity, this thesis project was kept to one environment scene
in Unity. Continuing research with this project would include using multiple scenes in Unity instead
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of having all of them contained in one scene file. This would give more documentation on how
physically triggered transitions would aﬀect frames per second data across multiple scene files.
Lastly, while it is generally advised not to accelerate the camera [Schell 2015], the research team
would be curious how players would react to transitioning from a scene with no acceleration, to an
area with slight movement. For example, transitioning from the top of a building to the interior of
a moving train.
This research has established that there is still plenty of work left to be done in regards to virtual
reality design. As the medium grows, new grammar will be created and in time, virtual reality will
have a vast best design guideline to fall back upon. The research conducted in this study has the
potential to help designers create well implemented design decisions.
Chapter 7: Conclusions 7.2 Future Research
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This section provides concise definitions of terms used throughout the thesis that the reader might
be unfamiliar with.
Immersion: The hardware’s eﬀect on the user’s senses. This definition should not be confused with
general engagement. Immersion is generally considered to be a positive experiential quality of
games [Slater 2003].
Presence: The human reaction to immersion or the psychological response to technology through
a combination of the operator’s actions and subsequent video, audio, and haptic feedback.
[Slater 2003].
Incorporation: The absorption of a virtual environment into the user’s consciousness, which yields
a sense of habitation [Calleja 2011].
Transparency: The condition in which the interface is erased and oﬀers the user as direct an
experience of the represented space as possible [2].
Head Mounted Display (HMD): A device worn on the user’s head that has a display for either
one or both eyes.
Virtual Reality (VR): An immersive technology designed to create a deep sense of presence in
regards to the user’s senses. Virtual reality is intended to convince the participant that they
are in another place by substituting the user’s senses with data produced by a computer [10].
Virtual Environment (VE): A synthetic, spatial world seen from a first-person point of view
under real-time control of a user [Bowman et al. 2004].
Transitional Presence: The measure of a user’s reaction to immersive technology when progress-
ing from one environment to the next. This term utilizes the definition of presence as defined
by [Slater 2003].
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Motion or Simulator Sickness: A feeling of nausea created by an imbalance of what is currently
being perceived and what is being detected by vestibular system.
Physically Impossible Transitions: Transitions that are not possible in the real world. (e.g.
growing to the size of a skyscraper).
Appendix A: Terms
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%%Nearsighted% % Farsighted% %%%%%%% % Normal%Vision%
Vision0Correction0Currently0Worn:0Please0Check0One0
%%No%Corrective%Lenses% Glasses% %%%%%%% % Contact%Lenses%
Computer0Experience:0Please0Check0One0
%%None% Small%Amount%Moderate%Amount% Large%Amount% %
Gaming0Experience:0Please0Check0One0
%%None% Small%Amount%Moderate%Amount% Large%Amount% %
Computer0Experience0with03D0Programs:0Please0Check0One0
%%None% Small%Amount%Moderate%Amount% Large%Amount% %
3D0Gaming0Experience:0Please0Check0One0
%%None% Small%Amount%Moderate%Amount% Large%Amount% %
Immersive0Virtual0Reality0Experience:0Please0Check0One0
%%None% Small%Amount%Moderate%Amount% Large%Amount% %
Immersive0Virtual0Reality0Gaming0Experience:0Please0Check0One0




Characterize your experience in the environment, by marking an "X" in the appropriate box of 
the 7-point scale, in accordance with the question content and descriptive labels. Please consider 
the entire scale when making your responses, as the intermediate levels may apply. Answer the 
questions independently in the order that they appear. Do not skip questions or return to a 
previous question to change your answer.  
WITH REGARD TO THE EXPERIENCED ENVIRONMENT 
1. How much were you able to control events?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
  NOT AT ALL       SOMEWHAT                   COMPLETELY  
 
2. How responsive was the environment to actions that you initiated (or performed)? 
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
  NOT          MODERATELY                   COMPLETELY  
  RESPONSIVE      RESPONSIVE                   RESPONSIVE 
 
3. Were you able to anticipate what would happen next in response to the actions that you 
performed?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
  NOT AT ALL       SOMEWHAT                   COMPLETELY  
 
4. How completely were you able to actively survey or search the environment using vision?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
  NOT AT ALL       SOMEWHAT                   COMPLETELY  
 
5. How natural did your interactions with the environment seem? 
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
EXTREMELY      BORDERLINE                   COMPLETELY  






6. How much did the visual aspects of the environment involve you?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
  NOT AT ALL       SOMEWHAT                   COMPLETELY  
 
 
7. How natural were the mechanisms that controlled movement through the environment?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
EXTREMELY      BORDERLINE                   COMPLETELY  
ARTIFICIAL                                NATURAL 
 
8. How compelling was your sense of objects moving through space?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
       NOT AT ALL       MODERATELY                     VERY 
         COMPELLING         COMPELLING 
 
9. How much did your experiences in the virtual environment seem consistent with your 
real world experiences?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
       NOT        MODERATELY                     VERY 
 CONSISTENT   CONSISTENT           CONSISTENT 
 
10. How compelling was your sense of moving around inside the virtual environment?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
       NOT        MODERATELY                     VERY 
 COMPELLING      COMPELLING         COMPELLING 
 
11. How involved were you in the virtual environment experience?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
       NOT            MILDLY                   COMPLETELY 







12. How much delay did you experience between your actions and expected outcomes?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
       NO DELAYS       MODERATE                            LONG 
                     DELAYS               DELAYS 
 
 
13. How much did the visual display quality interfere or distract you from performing 
assigned tasks or required activities?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
       NOT AT ALL       INTERFERED                    PREVENTED 
                     SOMEWHAT    TASK PERFORMANCE 
 
14. How much did the control devices interfere with the performance of assigned tasks or 
with other activities?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
       NOT AT ALL       INTERFERED                   INTERFERED 
                     SOMEWHAT               GREATLY 
 
15. How quickly did you adjust to the virtual environment experience?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
       NOT AT ALL          SLOWLY                      LESS THAN 
                                      ONE MINUTE 
 
16. How proficient in moving and interacting with the virtual environment did you feel at 
the end of the experience?  
|________|________|________|________|________|________|________| 
       NOT          REASONABLY                        VERY 









Please fill in the number that represents how you feel about the game you have been just playing.!
17. Learning the controls was easy. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
18. Controlling the game was intuitive. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(!
19. I felt dizzy when playing the game. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
 
20. Controlling the game was comfortable. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
21. I felt disoriented when playing the game. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
!!!!!
Trial#___________(ID#____________(
22. I felt nauseous when playing the game. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
(
23. It was easy to adapt to transitions between environments. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
24. I enjoyed using the growth transition. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
(
25. I enjoyed using the teleporter transition. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
(
26. I enjoyed using the portal transition. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
(




27. I enjoyed the physical movements and would have wanted to repeat them more often. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
 
28. Overall, I felt I had a high sense of presence (the feeling of “being there”) in the 
game. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
29. I felt I had a high sense of presence with the growth transition. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
30. I felt I had a high sense of presence with the teleporter transition. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
31. I felt I had a high sense of presence with the portal transition. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(





30 I felt the physical movement matched well with the teleporter transition. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
31. I felt the physical movement matched well with the portal transition. ①! ②! ③! ④! ⑤! ⑥! ⑦!Strongly!Disagree( Disagree( Somewhat!Disagree( Neither!( Somewhat!Agree( Agree( Strongly!Agree(
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